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Shape-changing User Interfaces attract growing interest in Human-Computer Interaction. Modular robotics
offer a great opportunity for their implementation. However, the current theoretical and technical advances of
modular robotics are fragmented and little centered on the user. To unify existing work and center future
research on the user, we perform a systematic literature review enabling us to build a unifying space for the
design of modular shape-changing user interfaces. Our aim is to bridge the gap between HCI and robotics.
Towards this aim, we conduct a thorough cross-disciplinary survey to propose: 1) a set of design properties at
the scale of the interface (macro-scale) and at the scale of the modules (micro-scale) and 2) the impact of these
properties on each other. We relate properties of different domains and identify inconsistencies to structure
the design space. This paper can be used to describe and compare existing modular shape-changing UIs and
generate new design ideas by building upon knowledge from robotics and HCI.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); HCI
theory, concepts and models; Human computer interaction (HCI).

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Shape-changing interfaces, Modular user interfaces, Properties,
User Interface properties, Modules properties, Conceptual work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shape-changing User Interfaces (UIs) are tangible interfaces able to change their physical shape to
support input, output or both. They leverage the benefits of physicality from tangible UIs and the
benefits of flexibility from graphical UIs. For this reason, they attract growing interest in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) since 2004 [65]. Shape-changing UIs enable, e.g., the unique support of
adaptative affordances, the augmentation of users or the communication of information [2].
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(a) Example lattice
implementations.
Top: ATRON [76].

Bottom: M-Blocks [89].

(b) Example chain
implementations.

Top: chainFORM [72].
Bottom: Cubimorph [91].

(c) Example swarm
implementations.
Top: Zooids [57].

Bottom: Kilobot [93].

Fig. 1. Examples of modular shape-changing UIs and the three main types of architecture: (a) lattice, (b)
chain and (c) swarm.

An approach to implement shape-changing UIs is based on modular robots. Examples include
Zooids [57] (Figure 1c, top) which consist of cylindrical wheeled modules enabling 2D reconfi-
guration on flat surfaces. Zooids applications include, e.g., reconfigurable physical scatterplots.
Another example is chainFORM [72] (Figure 1b, top) which consists of chained rectangular modules
supporting 3D reconfiguration. ChainFORM applications include, e.g., reconfigurable wearable
haptic displays. Such modular robot is defined as a large number of small scale robotic modules
that can spatially rearrange (by themselves or not). A robotic module is defined as a microelec-
tromechanical system embedding computational capabilities. In this paper, we define modular
shape-changing UIs as shape-changing UIs made of a large number of such robotic modules. Such
modular shape-changing UIs are able to compute collectively to support interaction, e.g., to provide
a visual or haptic display through the reconfiguration of their shape or to sense the user’s touch
location.
Modular robotics offer great perspectives to address current challenges such as scalability [2],

sustainability [2], robustness [122], cost [122] and versatility [122]. Moreover, modular robotics
offer a great opportunity for modularity- and porosity-changing UIs, in addition to other changes in
shape. Modularity is the ability of an object to be split in at least two parts and (re)combined while
maintaining its original functionality. Porosity is the ratio of the area of perforated parts to the
total area of the shape. Modularity and porosity are key features in shape-changing UIs taxonomies
(Modularity [47] or Adding/Substracting [87], and Porosity [47] or Permeability [87]). Modularity
and porosity are difficult to implement with other approaches. For instance, the pneumatically
actuated air pouches of PneUI [120] can dynamically open/close a lid on top of a hole to support
limited changes in porosity. Such change of shape is pre-programmed at design stage and cannot
be modified during interaction. In contrast, modular shape-changing UIs can provide a larger range
of porosity, even if there were not planned at design stage.
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Despite their promises, the HCI community seldom leverage modular robotics for shape-changing
UIs. The problem is that we lack knowledge in 1) how to build modular robotic systems and 2) how
to build upon existing knowledge in robotics that is not user-centered.
First, modular shape-changing UIs are difficult to implement for HCI researchers. Prototyping

shape-changing UIs in general requires, among others, complex skills to leverage current knowledge
in materials, electronics and mechanics, whereas the HCI community is typically skilled in software
programming or simple electronics [2]. We focus on hardware properties in this paper since
hardware prototyping ofmodular shape-changing UIs is the current greatest challenge: the hardware
is still a research topic, and needs to become smaller, lighter, stronger and faster in order to be
comparable with the capabilities of other approaches [2]. They are therefore seldom studied in HCI,
with few configurations of robots and scenarii explored (e.g., [28, 57, 73, 91]). The existing systems
are built in an ad-hoc manner, and few design choices are user-centered and/or documented. When
researchers need to build a new system, they might have to start from scratch, and deal with the
same design issues again. In these conditions, it is hard to explore design properties in a systematic
way, and one can easily find a better solution after the implementation is finished. Existing HCI
tools for the design of shape-changing UIs (e.g., surveys, taxonomies, or challenges) globally
consider all shape-changing UIs, without taking into account the specificity of modular robotics.
While there are other benefits in technology-agnostic design, it is however hard to know which
particular robotic modules allow the implementation of a design. Existing HCI design rationales for
modular shape-changing UIs each addresses a local set of design properties, rather than providing
a global viewpoint on modular interfaces (e.g., handheld chain interfaces [91] or tabletop swarm
interfaces [57]).

Second, while modular robotics show great promises for HCI, the current theoretical and techni-
cal advances of modular robotics are little centered on the user. Robotics researchers have conducted
extensive work on modular robots since 1990 [23] and proposed several advanced robot config-
urations. However, their implementations are mostly designed for construction or locomotion
rather than user interaction [91]. Thus, robotics tools for the design of modular robots are not
user-centered, nor take into account the impact of the technical aspects of the modules on the
interaction with the user. As a consequence, there is no coherent set of properties in the literature
taking into account the specificities of modular shape-changing UIs and their impact on the in-
teraction. However, specifying user-centered properties early on to inform the research and the
design of an interactive system is a key element of user-centered design [39]. As a consequence,
specifying user-centered properties is highly important to further enable HCI research on modular
robots to support modular shape-changing UIs.
Providing a tool for the systematic exploration of the design properties of modular shape-

changing UIs is challenging as the knowledge bridges both HCI and robotics communities, and
covers decades of research.

In this paper, we bridge the gap between the need in HCI for modular shape-changing UIs and the
experience in robotics in building modular systems. We build upon the literature in both domains
to propose:
(1) A set of properties at the scale of the interface (macro scale) (Figure 2, left),
(2) A set of properties at the scale of the modules (micro scale) (Figure 2, right), and
(3) An analysis of their dependencies.

Our contribution lies in the identification, selection and structuring of a unified set of properties.
These properties bridge the gap between the HCI and robotics fields. Our work provides a tool
allowing the description, the evaluation and the generation (i.e. the help for novel design) [6] of
modular shape-changing UIs. The HCI community can readily use our work to inform design
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Interac+vity

Control over shape-change
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Volume for shape-change
Dimensionality
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Shape-change ability
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Fig. 2. Our structured space of properties: (left & green) user centered properties at the macro scale of the
shape-changing modular UI, and (right & yellow) technical properties at the micro-scale of the modules.

choices and consider alternatives. The community can build upon this work to research usable
modular shape-changing UIs.

2 BACKGROUND
The robotics field has researched modular systems since the 1990s, whereas HCI has explored
them, less extensively, since 2007 (Siftables [64] was modular without actuation). As a consequence,
robotics have already proposed many systems. We explain here their different types of architectures
and reconfigurations that we will link in the paper to our user-centered properties.

2.1 Architectures
Architecture include the relative physical geometric arrangement of the modules [108] (e.g., lattice,
chain, swarm/mobile and hybrid) and the homogeneity of the modules.

Lattice modules are arranged on a regular 2D- or 3D-grid structure called a lattice. For example,
3D M-Blocks [90] (Figure 1a, bottom) are cubic robotic modules that can roll on each other with
permanent magnets and jump with flywheels (as shown in Figure 1a, bottom) to change the overall
shape. Another example are the spherical modules in ATRON (Figure 1a, top) that can also rearrange
themselves, but in their case through latching to their neighbours with mechanical clamps. Their
goal is shape reconfiguration, locomotion (e.g., snake-like robot, wheeled-robot or legged robot)
and manipulation (e.g., robot arm). We find different lattice geometries, e.g., face-centered cubic
lattice [82] (Figure 5b), simple cubic lattice (Figure 5a) or hexagonal lattice [122]. The displacement
of modules during reconfiguration is dependent on this geometry. Compared to other architectures,
both the control and motion of each module can be executed in parallel, allowing for faster and
easier reconfiguration. Lattice systems could be used in the future to enable, e.g., physical computer-
aided design, as they allow as many shapes as play-doh. However, it is currently difficult to conduct
HCI research with lattice systems: most contributions are simulations (e.g., [111]) or concepts (e.g.,
[83]), and working prototypes are few and/or too early (e.g., [25, 76, 90]). Few working prototypes
supports user input, but their modules cannot move by themselves [53, 62].

Chain modules are connected together following a string (e.g., ChainFORM [72] or Cubi-
morph [91] in Figure 1b) or a tree topology [122]. The displacement of modules is serial. Unlike
lattice implementations, chained modules do not have to fully stick to the face of a neighbor , but
they can be stable in any position between minimum and maximum rotation of the motor joining
the two modules. Compared to other architectures, the reconfiguration is more difficult to control,
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represent and analyse [110, 122]. Chain-based systems are already used for HCI research (e.g.,
[72, 73]).

Swarm modules can move independently. Examples include Zooids [57] shown in Figure 1c
(top). Another type of modules, called “mobile” in robotics, can in addition latch and delegate their
mobility to their neighbor (e.g., [23]). Examples of such additional capability include the second
version of Zooids [126] where modules can stack and be moved by their supporting neighbor.
Swarm UIs are already used for HCI research (e.g., [10, 57]).

Hybrid systems mix the previously mentioned architectures. For example, we find in the lit-
erature several instances of chain×lattice [43, 98, 121] and, less common, chain×mobile [35] or
chain×lattice×mobile [16].

Complementarily, modular shape-changing UIs are either homogeneous, i.e. all modules have
the same design (hardware and software) or heterogeneous, i.e. modules have different designs
(hardware and/or software). Typically, heterogeneous systems are composed of sub-groups of
homogeneous modules [19]. Most systems are homogeneous, to ease mass production, self-repair
and self-reconfiguration [70, 71]. However, heterogeneous systems offer interesting perspectives
as individual modules in a same system can embed different sensing and computational capabili-
ties [85].

2.2 Reconfigurations
Reconfigurations show different abilities (e.g., self-reconfiguration or self-(dis)assembly) and differ-
ent approaches (stochastic or deterministic).

While self-(dis)assembly is the (dis)connection of modules (i.e. actuated Modularity [47]), self-
reconfiguration is the movement of already assembled modules.

Self-reconfiguration allows for autonomous shape-change [91, 95]. Parts or all of the modules
composing the interface move to change from an initial shape to a target shape. This is the most
common type of reconfiguration in the literature and across architectures, ranging form lattice (e.g.,
[9, 90]), chain (e.g., [91, 100]), swarm (e.g., [57, 93]), mobiles (e.g., [23]), and hybrid implementations
(e.g., [43, 121]).

Self-assemblymodules are initially detached from each another (e.g., no initial shape but a set of
unlatched robots in an unknown configuration). They individually move and latch to assemble into
a larger target shape, which has greater capabilities than the individual modules [35]. Self-assembly
systems are either hybrid (e.g., swarm×chain [35], mobile×chain [16], pin×lattice [106]) or use
stochastic reconfiguration (as presented below) (e.g., [4, 25, 32]).

Self-disassembly starts from initially assembled modules, and unlatch –i.e. let go of– parts
of the structure to achieve a more interesting and functional one [25, 26]. Self-disassembly is
implemented through lattice-based architectures (e.g., [25, 26]).

Future types of reconfiguration are studied mostly as a vision since they present several
technical challenges. For example, self-repairing systems could recover from damages by replacing
faulty units [1]. Self-replicating systems could take one step further, being able to build copies of
themselves [122, 127].

Complementarily, we found two approaches for modular reconfiguration: deterministic vs.
stochastic.

Deterministic reconfiguration relies on the ability of the system to know or compute the
location of all modules, in order to achieve a target shape. Deterministic reconfiguration is pre-
dominant across the literature: 153 implementations among the 159 we studied use deterministic
reconfiguration.
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Stochastic reconfiguration relies on the environment to move the robots, e.g., a moving
support surface (e.g., [4, 25, 32]), in order to achieve a target shape. The reconfiguration relies on
statistical processes [122]: in the case of self-assembly, when two modules come in contact, they
share their internal state to evaluate whether they are intended to be neighbours to achieve a given
overall target structure. If they do not, they repel each other [32]. The structure grows gradually,
“in an organic manner” [25] until completion of the target structure.

Deterministic and stochastic reconfigurations are not mutually exclusive. For example, a system
can use stochastic self-assembly to build an initial block of modules and then use deterministic
self-disassembly to detach unwanted modules and reach a more complex final shape [25].

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We conduct a systematic review of the literature from both HCI and robotics. We follow a four
steps methodology as in previous work [59, 116]: identification, screening, eligibility and inclusion.

3.1 Identification
This step follows the rules described in [116]. We used the advanced search feature, in four major
computer science digital libraries: ACM Digital Library, IEEEXplore, Springer Link, and Science
Direct. To ensure we did not miss references from other publishers, we additionally search for
references on Google Scholar. We performed the search on all available data (e.g., title, keywords,
abstract, full text).

Multi-disciplinarity renders choosing relevant and comprehensive keywords difficult. First, HCI
and robotics do not share the same vocabulary (e.g., “shape-changing UI” in HCI and “programmable
matter” in robotics). Second, there is a wide range of keywords, from the general modular aspect
(e.g., “modular interface” ) to specific technical aspects (e.g., “self-assembly” ) of the interface. To
match this great diversity in keywords and make sure we do not miss any relevant paper, we chose
to run two queries: (1) one using general keywords describing the modular aspect of the system and
(2) one using technical keywords describing the architecture and type of reconfiguration.

General query.We combined the following general keywords about modular interfaces in both
HCI and robotics domains: modular AND (“programmable matter” OR “modular robot” OR “modular
interface” OR “shape-changing interface”). This ensures that each general keyword includes the
modular aspect. We obtained 277 results on ACM Digital Library, 848 results on IEEEXplore, 1,672
results on Springer Link, 1,036 results Science Direct, and 11,600 results on Google Scholar.

Technical query. Our second query is as follow: robot AND (“self-reconfigurable” OR “self-
assembly” OR “self-disassembly” OR swarm OR chain OR lattice). We discarded the keyword “hybrid”
as papers describing hybrid systems further specify the architecture types (e.g., lattice×chain,
chain×swarm). We obtained 4,640 results on ACM Digital Library, 7,232 results on IEEEXplore,
44,361 results on Springer Link, 50,93 results Science Direct, and 730,000 results on Google Scholar.

For each query and on each library, we displayed the results by decreasing order of relevance.
We included all references if the query returned less than 400. If the query returned more than 400
references, we included the first 400 and performed a manual check of the next 200 to ensure we
did not miss relevant papers. Doing so, we obtained 1,725 references from the general query and
1,836 references from the technical query, i.e. a total of 3,561 references.

3.2 Screening
As in [24], we screened the title and abstract of each paper to remove duplicates and determine their
relevance to the research question. However, we could not find any irrelevant papers at this phase.
Indeed, assessing relevance solely through title and abstract proved challenging. For example, the
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term “modular robot” is largely used for industrial robot manipulators which are outside the scope
of this paper. We could not leave out these papers at the screening phase. After removing 273
duplicates, we obtained a total of 3,288 references.

3.3 Eligibility
Following [116], we evaluated each paper on their form and content. Concerning form, we only
retained papers written in English and published in a peer reviewed venue. We did not consider PhD
and Master theses, as we expect such research to be identified in our identification step through
their resulting peer-reviewed publications.

Concerning content, we only retained papers matching the two following selection criteria:
(1) Scope of contribution: We considered papers that study modular shape-changing UIs, that

we defined in the introduction as UIs made of a large number of robotic modules, i.e. microelec-
tromechanical system embedding computational capabilities, allowing them to change shape (by
themselves or not).
(2) Type of contribution: We considered papers presenting an implementation, a tool for

its design, or a survey of implementations. Among papers presenting an implementation, we
considered papers either presenting a working or conceptual implementation. Among papers
presenting an implementation, we only considered papers presenting hardware or interaction
design contributions. Work on reconfiguration software and algorithms were left apart for this first
version of our space of properties, and kept for future work.

We discarded 2,708 ineligible papers, leaving 580 references to be included.

3.4 Inclusion
Some references that we know to be relevant did not show upwith our queries: two implementations
[23, 91], a paper on human-swarm interaction using the Zooids plateform [51] and a taxonomy
[108]. First, to ensure that we do not miss any other relevant implementations, we cross-checked the
implementations we found with the ones presented in the surveys and related work from our corpus.
We found seven additional implementations, which we further included [23, 37, 54, 69, 91, 97, 115].
Second, we ran the query "Human-Swarm Interaction" through the same databases we used for
the rest of our corpus. After removing duplicates and ineligible papers, we found 17 additional
references which we further included. Finally, we added the taxonomy paper [108]. We hypothesize
this paper did not appear in the results of our queries because it is recent (2020).
With the inclusion of these 25 papers, we obtained a corpus of 605 papers. However, a single

implementation, e.g., different versions, can be described in several papers. For this reason, we
found 159 unique hardware or conceptual implementations presented in a total 485 papers.

We also found 92 papers describing tools for design (e.g., taxonomies) and 39 surveys of existing
implementations. A single paper can present several of these types of contribution.

3.5 Corpus analysis
Our aim is to unify and structure the existing design properties and re-center them around the
user. We took a 6-steps approach to analyze our corpus. We (1) identified the relevant properties
guiding the design of existing implementations or proposed in the tools for design, (2) merged
identical properties, (3) grouped the properties that complementarily define a higher-level one (e.g.,
physical coupling), (4) precisely defined the properties that we found unclear, and (5) structured
them with the designer in mind (e.g., into macro and micro properties). We then (6) studied their
dependencies.
We now present the space of properties resulting from this analysis. Through this literature

review, we found that there is no unified design space for modular shape-changing UIs.
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On the one hand, the robotics field contributed to the design space by conducting extensive
surveys of previous implementations. From these surveys, they draw 1) classification and evaluation
methods [1, 20, 30, 108, 123], 2) benefits and challenges of modular self-reconfigurable systems [8,
102, 122], 3) criteria for design [9, 11]. However, these contributions are not centered on the user. In
particular, many of the publications presenting tools for design are centered on the technology. As
we aimed for our properties to be independent from the technology in order to prevent obsolescence
of the properties, we did not consider the properties that were centered on the technology. For
instance, the docking mechanism (e.g., [44, 58, 66, 117]) is a low-level hardware implementation
concern that is centered on the technology, and contributes to two of our user-centered properties:
strength and smoothness and resolution of the envelop.
On the other hand, the HCI literature provides surveys and design tools centered on the user.

Their contribution are: (1) classification and evaluation methods [47, 87, 103, 104], (2) benefits and
challenges [2, 38, 84], (3) criteria for design [57, 63, 91], (4) how users perceive and interact with
modular shape-changing UIs [51, 60, 74]. However, these tools mostly deal with the broader field
of shape-changing UIs rather than focus on modular ones. Thus, they do not take into account the
specificities of modular robotics nor the variety of robot configurations. E.g., a swarm and a chain
implementations do not allow the same ranges of shape-change.
Some design rationales are proposed in papers presenting implementations. For instance, the

authors of Zooids stress the importance of the size of modules, as they advocates for modules as
small as possible in order to make tangible UIs made of “stuff” rather than “things” [57]. However,
each design rationale consider a very local and specific set of designs, rather than provide a
global viewpoint. For example, LineFORM [73] proposes a design space specifically for actuated
curve interfaces. Cubimorph [91] specifically targets handheld chain interfaces. Zooids [57] defines
requirements for tabletop swarm interfaces. In addition, our literature reviews reveals inconsistency
between the design rationales. For instance, Zooids require their modules to be constantly detached,
while Cubimorph require theirs to be constantly attached.

4 PROPERTIES OF THE INTERFACE (MACRO SCALE)
From the systematic literature review, we identified and structured the following set of 10 design
properties that apply to modular shape-changing UIs (Figure 3 and summarised in Table 1). We
classify them according to which level between the system and the user they impact most: digital,
physical or interaction:

(1) Digital level: The properties at the digital level are related to the position and state of the
modules in the computational model. Even though we left for future work the reconfiguration
algorithms, we report here other high-level digital properties that impact user interaction.

(2) Physical level: The properties at the physical level are the ones of the tangible artifact made
of physical robotic modules, i.e. the physics of the UI. They impact user interaction as users
will interact with the physical UI, but are not considered as being at the interaction level since
they can be characterized even if there is no interaction.

(3) Interaction level: The properties at the interaction level primarily impact the interaction
design of the UI.

Physical and digital levels were introduced in prior work (e.g., [15]), while the interaction level
stems from the current knowledge on how users interact with a modular shape-changing UI. We
use ergonomics criteria [5] to characterize the expected impact of these properties on the user :
they all (in)directly impact user experience as we adopt a user-centered approach, even though
physical- and digital-level properties can be characterized out of an interaction context.
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Fig. 3. The user-centered properties for modular shape-changing interfaces, and their dependencies. The
properties are further classified depending on whether they impact the interface at a digital level (dark
gray), physical level (middle gray) or interaction level (light gray). Combination between physical and digital
states is classified as impacting both digital and physical levels, as it describes the interaction between the
physical and digital shape of the interface. Usage consumption is classified as impacting both the physical
and interaction levels as it is the power consumed under a standard context of use.

4.1 Coupling between modules (Digital /Physical)
Coupling between modules can be described both at the digital level (hierarchy), and at the physical
level (smoothness and resolution).

Hierarchy defines whether the modules are standalones (i.e., driving the action by themselves) or
satellites (i.e., the action is dependent on a standalone module or group of standalone modules) [27].
Satellites can be either original satellites (i.e., always synchronized to the same standalonemodule(s))
or borrowed satellites (i.e., able to synchronize to any standalone module(s)). Current approaches
in robotics range from standalone (e.g., [27]) to standalone + their satellites (e.g., [53, 109]). In some
cases, all modules are satellites and the device assuming the role of "standalone" is externalized (e.g.,
a micro-controller [57] or overhead controller [93]). However, it is not suitable for every context
of use: e.g., a static overhead control system does not suit mobile use. Homogeneous systems do
not inherently have to follow the standalone approach: modules may have the same hardware and
software design but switch between satellite and standalone roles depending on the needs of the
system or user.
Smoothness of the envelop is defined by deviations from the envelop, of the direction of the

vector normal to the surface modules. We simplify this as the gaps between modules. A very smooth
surface has been a requirement for decades, from the “operating surface texture” [21] in 1995 to
the “seamless interactive surface” [91] in 2016.

Resolution of the envelop is defined as the input and output resolution at the surface of the UI, in
dots per square centimeter (d cm−2) [88]. Researchers aim towards interfaces which provide high
input resolution, and a high output resolution for expressive shape-change capacity [2].
The approaches to achieve a smooth envelop with high resolution depends on whether we

consider each module as 1) an individual pixel/voxel/sensel [88], or 2) as a set of pixels/voxels/sensels,
i.e. a small display.
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The first approach, where modules are individual pixels, can achieve both high smoothness and
resolution through micro-scaled modules (e.g., [2, 9]). Although this approach offers more flexible
and expressive shape-change, as each voxel/sensel is able to reconfigure in the space, current
implementations are at the cm-scale rather than the desirable mm-scale [2]. Nonetheless, with
current modules as small as �11mm [7], the micro-scaled approach is promising for long-term
research as the size of components will decrease.

The second approach, where modules offer a small display, can achieve high smoothness through
minimal joints between modules [91], and high resolution through, e.g., high resolution touchscreen
displays on the faces of the modules. Even though current lattice systems are at the cm-scale,
cubic implementations (e.g., [25, 26, 90]) provide seamless surfaces through minimal joint between
modules. A few existing implementations embed displays on their modules ranging from arrays
of LEDs (e.g., [72]) to OLED/FOLED screens (e.g., [27, 28, 91]). Swarms hardly allow for smooth
physical coupling: few provide latching capabilities (e.g., [18, 68]) but most are constantly unlatched
(e.g., [57, 93, 107]). This prevents the envelop of the interface to be smooth.

4.2 Combination between the digital and physical states of the UI (Digital / Physical)
A modular shape-changing UI is characterized through two states: (1) its physical state and (2)
its digital state, also referred to as “computational representation” [9]. The physical state can be
described as the tangible object made of physical modules. The digital state can be described as
the position and state of the modules in the computational model, due to the modules having to
compute collectively in order to achieve a common goal. For perspective, non shape-changing TUIs
only have a single physical state, i.e. a single physical shape [99].

If the digital state changes, the physical state should change in accordance and vice versa. E.g., if
the physical state changes through direct user shape deformation, the digital state should change
to match the new physical state [9]. With no combination between physical and digital states, the
usability of the system may suffer from inconsistencies between the physical and digital states.

Deterministic reconfiguration better allows the combination of physical and digital states, as the
system knows the position of each module at all time. Stochastic implementations, however, hardly
allow for combination between states: the system only knows the position of a module when it
comes in contact with another, and the paths taken by the moving modules are unknown [122].
Thus, even though the computational and physical representations do match before and after
the shape-change, the stochastic nature of the reconfiguration does not allow the computational
representation to match the physical representation during the change of shape.

4.3 Shape-change ability (Physical)
Shape-change ability quantifies how much the UI can change its shape. We characterize the shape-
change ability of a system through the 11 Morphees+ features [47], which provide 11 quantifiable
features drawn from two established taxonomies. For instance, drone-based swarm UIs (e.g., [10])
allow limited Curvatures [47] as drones cannot stack. The physical shape of the interface should be
able to vary over time [9, 38], in order to provide input and/or output modalities [2, 38, 87], and to
support the “form follows flow” design principle [34].
We will discuss in particular the Porosity and Modularity features [47], as modular systems

uniquely enable them. First, Porosity is the ratio of the area of perforated parts to the total area of
the shape [47]. Modular systems uniquely enable a large range of sizes for holes.

Second, Modularity is the ability of an interface to be split in at least two parts and (re)combined
while maintaining its original functionality. It is computed as the number of functionally possible
combinations. [47]. Prior work [91] proposes to provide users with permanently attached modules
so that they cannot fall off or be lost. However, this hinders the Modularity of the interface. Chain
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systems do not allow for changes in Modularity as they either do not support detach-ability (e.g.,
[67, 73, 94]), or in a limited way [72, 91, 100]. For instance, ChainForm [72] users can unlatch
modules from a neighbor, but the unlatched modules become unfunctionnal. Lattice systems can
be fully detach-able and allow for Modularity: a module can unlatch from all its current neighbour
at once (e.g., [9, 90, 127]). Lattice systems can also be partially detach-able and do not allow for
Modularity: a module needs to first latch to a new neighbour before unlatching from its current
neighbour (e.g., [76]). Swarm systems are either detachable or permanently detached. Both cases
allow forModularity. Although permanently detached modules cannot be “physically” split through
latching/unlatching, they can be “functionally” split (e.g., [50]) with two subsets of modules being
their own interface, and merging back into one. We consider this behavior to match the defintion
ofModularity.

4.4 Reversibility (Physical)
Reversibility defines if the system is able to return to its initial state and repeat the shape-
change. Shape-changing UIs should allow for reversibility [87]. Deterministic systems using self-
reconfiguration usually allow for reversibility. A design flaw that may impair reversibility is if the
system allows modules to be only added or only removed but not the other way around. Thus,
implementations solely based on self-assembly (e.g., [35]) or self-disassembly (e.g., [25, 26]), and
stochastic systems, only partially allow reversibility: if the user wants to return to a previous shape,
they need to repeat the whole self-(dis)assembly process. This leads to usability problems: as stated
by the Minimal action ergonomic criterion [5], the number of actions the user has to perform
should be minimized. Requiring users to repeat the whole process adds extra steps and increase
their workload. Similarly, if the user makes a mistake, they should be able to correct only their
previous action(s) and not have to repeat the whole process (Error correction criterion [5]).

4.5 Dimensionality (Physical)
Existing shape-changing interfaces are able to reconfigure either in 2D (e.g., [4, 57, 72]), 2.5D
(e.g., [107]) or 3D (e.g., [43, 90, 91]). Although we found several instances of 2D and 3D working
prototypes, 2.5D implementations are seldom explored. Pin-based shape-changing interfaces (e.g.,
[22]) may provide insight to design future 2.5D modular shape-changing UIs.

The majority of swarm implementations only allow for 2D shapes on a flat surface (e.g., [57, 93]).
Some provide 2.5D reconfiguration (e.g., [107]). 3D reconfiguration is supported by drone-based
swarm UIs (e.g., [10]). Although chain implementations mostly allow for 3D reconfiguration, some
only reconfigure in 2D (e.g., [46, 96, 125]). Notably, ChainForm’s modules [72] are only capable
of 2D planar transformation. They require the user to manually add a plastic joint between two
modules so that each reconfigure in different 2D planes. Thus, the system can further achieve 3D
transformations, albeit limited.

Similarly to chain implementations, most lattice implementations allow for 3D reconfiguration
with few exceptions (e.g., [12, 77, 113]). Current working stochastic systems only allow for 2D
reconfiguration. Solutions to achieve stochastic reconfiguration in 3D have been explored, with
the example of a shaken bag containing the modules [25] but only consist of concept scenarii or
simulations.

4.6 Volume required for shape-change (Physical)
The volume required for shape-change is the total volume occupied by the system throughout its
change from the initial to the target shape. The total space used for reconfiguration should not
exceed the union of the initial and target shapes [109]. Doing so, a user can anticipate the room
required for a change of shape, even if actuated by the system [38, 91]. For instance, the device may
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be held in a single hand or placed on a table. In these cases, the interface should not fall or bother
the persons around the users. This property is an issue for stochastic implementations where the
modules can, and must, move in a large space in order to maximize their chance to encounter a
relevant neighbor.

4.7 Usage consumption (Physical/Interaction)
The usage consumption is the power consumed under a standard context of use and the resulting ex-
pected duration of the interaction. When buying state-of-the-art devices (e.g., tablets, smartphones,
laptops), the technical specifications describe not only the battery model, but also the expected
autonomy under standard usage (e.g., "Up to 10 hours of surfing the web on Wi-Fi, watching video,
or listening to music" [3]). Zooids [57] can move for one hour and can work longer under normal
usage (i.e., where constant movement is not required). The usage consumption of shape-changing
interfaces is little studied in the literature, with only few papers mentioning it, although it was
flagged as a grand challenge of shape-changing interfaces [2, 14].
A challenge lies in the lack of knowledge of the standard usage of modular shape-changing

UIs. Evaluating standard usage is all the more difficult since 1) modular shape-changing UIs are
still constrained to research prototypes, and 2) current prototypes are often not robust enough
for longitudinal evaluation [2, 10]. As a result, previous work proposed concept scenarii (e.g.,
[10, 57, 91]) and most user experiments were conducted with 2D UIs (e.g., [52, 105]). A reasonable
minimum threshold to enable user studies would be one hour. For mobile and wearable shape-
changing interfaces, previous work set the goal to a full day [2].

4.8 Control over shape-change (Interaction)
Control over shape-change describes who controls the change of shape and how this control is
shared between the user and the system. Existing shape-changing interfaces provide different levels
of control over shape-change [86]: direct, negotiated, indirect or system control.
Direct control (i.e., full user actuation) allows for the shape-change to be solely driven by the

user, through direct shape deformation (e.g., [27, 53, 64]). Negotiated control between the user
and the system allows for both the user and the system to initiate and further share the control
over the change of shape (e.g., [57, 72]). Indirect control allows the system to initiate and further
control the shape-change, based on inferences or interpretations of the actions of the user (e.g.,
[17]). As user control is “implicit”, users need to understand the modality that the system uses to
infer/interpret user action if they want to knowingly control the shape-change. E.g., Actuating
Mood [17], although non-modular, changes shape according to user emotion: the user could “force”
the system into their desired shape by mimicking the required emotion. System control (i.e., full
system actuation) allows the system to solely initiate and further control the change of shape,
without any user input, neither direct nor indirect (e.g., [7, 91, 93]).

While the HCI community has been stressing the importance of actuation [38, 99], some modular
systems only allow for users’ direct control of the shape (e.g., [27, 53, 64]). This is in line with the
Explicit user action criterion [5]: the system should only react to explicit user action. The system
should anticipate every possible user action and provide appropriate options to keep the user in
control of the interaction (e.g., interrupt, pause or continue the shape-change, come back to the
previous step) (User control criterion [5]). Moreover, the higher the level of control the user has on
the shape-change, the higher their level of trust but the higher their workload [74]. In the future,
very small modules will also cause direct control to become unpractical. Thus, users should only be
required to do the least number of actions necessary to accomplish a task, for a minimal workload
(Minimal action criterion [5]). Actuated shape-change can help minimizing the number of steps to
go from an initial shape to a target shape.
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Negotiated control allows for the user to explicitly act towards shape-change, and for this
shape-change to be computationally controlled. Swarm systems from HCI provide negotiated
actuation between the system and the user (e.g., [10, 57]). Actuation of current chain systems are
either system controlled or negotiated. Deterministic reconfiguration allows all types of control on
shape-change, from directly controlled by the user to fully controlled by the system, whereas all of
current stochastic implementations currently only allow for system control.

4.9 Interactivity (Interaction)
Interactivity describes themodalities the system offers for the user to interact with it. The system can
support user interaction, at least through shape-change and possibly through further input/output
modalities [2, 57, 91]. Based on the related work, we propose to distinguish the following dimensions
for interactivity:
(1) Changes of shape can provide input and/or output, e.g., input through direct shape deformation

and output through visual or haptic feedback [52, 73].
(2) Other modalities can provide input and/or output, e.g., on each modules, direct touch interac-

tion for input and a colored “pixel” LEDs for output [10, 57] .
The most interactive systems come from the HCI field, implementing various modalities for both

input (e.g., touch [57, 91], mid-air gesture [10, 101], direct shape deformation [73, 106], wearable
glove-like controller [114]) and output (e.g., LEDs [10, 57, 72], GUI displays [28], vibrotactile
feedback [114], haptic patterns [52]). However, even though systems coming from the robotics
field rather focus on locomotion, and that reconfiguration is not designed to interact with users,
prior robotics work embed sensors to interact with their environment (e.g., temperature sensor [29],
ambient light sensor [93]).

An important research challenge for modular shape-changing UIs is to lead the user to perform
relevant actions (affordance), and inform the user on the alternatives when several actions are
available (Prompting ergonomic criterion [5]). It is knowingly difficult to inform users of the
transformational capabilities of a shape-changing UI [34, 38, 112]. This is even more difficult for
modular shape-changing UIs as modular robots provide large transformational capabilities, unlike
other shape-changing UIs (e.g., [49]). Previous work encourage designers to (1) explore affordances
through shape-change [118], interaction design and material design [63] and (2) to study how users
perceive and interact with modular shape-changing UIs [50].
The currently limited shape-change ability and interactivity of working implementations chal-

lenge the design of meaningful and usable interaction techniques. If the system only implements
shape-change as output, the challenges lie in the design of dynamic affordances [38, 61, 112] with
the currently limited shape-change ability. If the system implements other output modalities, e.g.,
graphical displays [10], sound [53] or kinesthetic feedback [72], designers can leverage them for
prompting. An alternative is to delegate the prompting to an additional device. For example, design-
ers explored prompting through a separate television monitor [50], through wearables providing
vibrotactile feedback [114], or through AR or VR, e.g., for data physicalization with swarms [33, 107].

4.10 Safety (Interaction)
Safety quantifies how much the system may endanger the user [91], bystanders or cause damage to
physical property [2]. The reconfiguration and final shape of the interface should not cause danger. A
risk should be assessed through its severity, the possibility of avoidance and the redundancy [40, 41].

Severity is the pressure applied on a body part. The smallest maximum force that can be applied
on a user’s body part is against the face, with 65N (pressure of 110N cm−2) [40, 41]. This sounds
therefore like a limit for the UI maximum force in case the interface hits a face. However, as the
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Properties Values Examples

Coupling between 
modules

Hierarchy Standalone | Original satellites | Borrowed satellites
Standalones [114]  
Original Satellites [69] 
Borrowed satellites [108]

Surface smoothness Size of gaps (mm) ~0 mm [90]

ResoluIon of the envelop Number of dots per unit area (d.cm-2) 0.69 d.cm-2 [23]

CombinaIon b/w physical and digital states Yes | No Yes [55, 89, 90] 
No [10]

Shape-change ability Morphees+ features [46] Modularity [55]

Reversibility Yes | No Yes [90] 
No [23, 24, 33]

Dimensionality 2D | 2.5D | 3D
2D [4, 55, 69] 
2.5D [106] 
3D [7, 89, 90]

Volume required for shape-change Volume (cm3) 381(L) × 381(W) × 100(H) mm3 [21]

Usage consumpIon Time under normal usage (min) 60 min while moving [55]

Control over shape-change Direct | Negociated | Indirect | System

Direct [51] 
NegoIated [55, 69] 
Indirect (none) 
System [7, 90, 92]

InteracIvity
Input  Shape-change | Other

Shape-change [51, 70] 
Other [55, 92]

 Output  Shape-change | Other Shape-change [88, 105] 
Other [10, 69]

Safety

Severity Pressure on skin (N.cm-2) Not menIoned

Possibility of avoidance Inversely proporIonal to speed (m.s-1) 0.5 m.s-1 [55] 
13 cm.s-1 [99]

Redundancy Probability over fixed amount of Ime Not menIoned

Table 1. Properties of the interface (macro-scale) for modular shape-changing UIs.

global pressure applied on the body depends on the contact area, the force can be high if the part of
the UI touching the user is sharp or small. Solutions include designing non-sharp shape-changing
UIs or using soft materials.

Possibility of avoidance is inversely proportional to the speed of the system. To enable avoidance,
solutions include low speed for shape-change, embedding proximity sensors for stopping the
reconfiguration when approaching the user –although this may hinder interactivity– or including
an emergency stop button. A design challenge lies in finding an acceptable balance between low
speed for safety and high speed for immediate feedback [48] (ergonomics criteria [5]).

Redundancy is the amount of time the risk is possible over a fixed amount of time.
Despite its importance, safety is seldom studied in the HCI literature (a rare example is found

in [91]). Robotics, due to decade of research on actuated physical movement, has thoroughly studied
safety.

Table 1 summaries all the properties of the interface at the macro-scale, from the coupling between
modules to the safety, together with their possible values and examples from the literature. This
table can serve as a basis for comparing and designing modular shape-changing UIs.

5 PROPERTIES OF THE MODULES (MICRO SCALE)
In this section, we present the properties at the micro-scale of the modules (Figure 4). The follow-
ing micro-properties are technical: we will further discuss in Section 6 their impact on the user
experience through their impact on the macro-scale properties.

We classify them according to their abstraction level: properties at the intra-module level charac-
terize elements that are embedded in the module. Properties at the module level characterize the
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Strength

Speed

Shape

Packing

Power 
storage

I/O &  
process.

Size

Bigger ⟹ 
more 

embedded 
power storage

Bigger ⟹ 
higher I/O & 
processing

Smaller ⟹ 
 higher density

More contact points  
⟹ stronger

Shape impacts 
structure & density

Larger 
contact area 
⟹ stronger

Higher power 
storage ⟹ 
higher I/O & 
processing

Lower density 
allow concurrent 

displacement

Stronger  
⟹ faster

Higher power 
storage 

⟹ stronger

Cubes require 
more power 
than spheres

Intra-module

Module
Inter-modules

Fig. 4. The properties of modular shape-changing UIs at the scale of the modules, and their dependencies.
The properties are further classified depending on whether they impact the components embedded in the
module (intra-module, light gray), the whole module itself (module, middle gray) or at least two modules
(inter-module, dark gray). The dotted arrows describe yet undefined impact requiring further technical
experiments.

envelop of the modules. Properties at the inter-module level characterize if and how modules are
attached to each other.

5.1 Input, output and processing capabilities (Intra-module)
Input, output and processing capabilities define how users interact with a single module. Input and
output capabilities are dependent on micro-devices embedded in the module. For example, input
can be supported by touch sensors [57], microphones [53], or ambient light sensor [93]. Output
can be supported by a LED [72], a graphical display [28], or a speaker [53]. Processing capabilities
depends on the microprocessor.

5.2 Power storage (Intra-module)
Power storage defines how the modules are powered. Systems are either battery-powered (e.g.,
[90, 93]) or mains-operated (e.g., [73]). Battery-powered systems embed batteries in each module.
Charging the modules is a challenge [57]. The most common approach is to charge each module
individually (e.g., [57, 89]), which can be tedious as the number of modules increases. Other
approaches propose the use of a charging dock [93], or a photo-voltaic cell embedded in each
module [124].
Mains-operated systems are either (1) heterogeneous, i.e. one [72] or few [53] modules are

plugged-in and provide power to the others, (2) homogeneous, i.e. all modules are plugged-in [12],
or (3) externalized, i.e. the modules themselves are not plugged-in, but the environment in which
the reconfiguration takes place is (e.g., for stochastic [32] implementations). The heterogeneous
approach is hardly suitable for large scale systems, as the modules furthest from the power supply
should not see a significant drop in voltage [124]. Moreover, both heterogeneous and homoge-
neous modules have the issue of the power chord which needs to be taken into account during
reconfiguration and/or user interaction, as it can get in the way.
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5.3 Size (Module)
The size is the volume of each module, defined by the length of the edge for cubic robots [90] or
the diameter for spherical robots [82]. We find many sizes in the literature: the M-Blocks’ edge
measures 50mm [90], while Catoms measure �11mm [9]. As often with electronics, their size is
getting smaller as technology advances. The size of modules was presented as a central property
in order for UIs to be made of “stuff” rather than “things” [57]. The hardware required for the
self-actuation of deterministic systems limits our ability to manufactured the modules at a very
small scale and in a large amount [119].

5.4 Shape (Module)
The shape defines the geometry of a module. While the most widespread shapes are cubes (e.g.,
[25, 90, 98]) and quasi-spheres (e.g., [9, 76, 100]), many other geometries are possible, such as
rectangles [72], x-shaped [4, 55], or cylinders [57, 93].

5.5 Speed (Module)
The speed defines how fast a single module can move. For electrostatic or electromagnetic actuation
(e.g., [82, 90]), the speed is driven by the distance between twomotion actuator electrodes. Designers
should take into account the trade-off between the latency to trigger the latching and the distance
the module covers. E.g., if the distance between two motion actuators is small, the latching will
be fast but the module will cover little distance. For mechanically-actuated implementations, the
speed depends on the force of the motors. The triggering latency of these implementations is higher
than for electrostatic/electromagnetic actuation, as they require more steps (e.g., align the latching
mechanisms, latch, check the latching, move).

5.6 Packing (Inter-modules)
The packing defines how several modules can be spatially arranged together to form the interface.
Packing can be divided into two parameters: structure and density.

Structure defines the way of arranging modules so that they cover a volume without overlapping.
When looking for a complete coverage of the volume, i.e. with no holes between the modules, the
mathematical problem is known as “tesselation” or “honeycomb” [31]. When a complete coverage
is not necessary, lattice and swarm systems can follow a crystal structure [36] which describes
the possible arrangements of fixed-shaped elements. For instance, one can use a Simple Cubic
lattice (Figure 5a) or a Face-centered cubic lattice (Figure 5b). However, chain structures usually
aim for locomotion rather than coverage. For example, common chain structures are caterpillars,
wheels/crawler and multi-legged walkers [56].

Density defines if the structure is fully filled (high density) or not (lower density). The density is
described by its number of units per volume, and applies to all types of systems.

5.7 Strength (Inter-modules)
The strength defines the force of the connection between a module and its neighbor(s). Strength
depends on the strength of the actuation mechanism. E.g., the force of the motors for mechanical
actuators (e.g., pins [107], hinges [91], clamps [76]) and the force between two conducting electrodes
for electrostatic or electromagnetic actuators (e.g., [82, 90]). Strength is zero for swarm modules, as
they cannot attach to each other.
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(a) Simple cubic
lattice.

(b) Face centered
cubic lattice.

(c) Quasi-spherical robots
better approximate curves
than cubes.

(d) Quasi-spherical robots
achieve higher closure res-
olution than cubic ones.

Fig. 5. (a–b) Two possible lattices for spatial arrangements (packing) of robots, (c) approximation of a shape
by cubic and quasi-spherical robots, and (d) range of Closure achieved by cubic and quasi-spherical robots.

5.8 Others
Other parameters exist at the module level, and include the weight and coating of modules, as well
as the noise or heat they generate. We found that the weight is often correlated with size, except for
“helium catoms” [45] which are 8m3 modules filled with helium, and thus big but light by design.

6 IMPACT BETWEEN PROPERTIES
We discussed the properties at the macro-scale of the interface (section 4) and at the micro-scale of
the modules (section 5). However, we need to further take into account the dependencies between
them. Not only do macro-scale properties impact each others, but micro-scale properties impact
the system at both the micro- and macro-scales. Thus, technical properties of the modules may
indirectly impact user interaction with the interface through their impact onmacro-scale properties.

6.1 Impact between macro-scale properties
Figure 3 shows the dependencies between macro-scale properties. We present them in decreasing
number of dependencies: shape-changing ability impacts or is impacted by 5 other properties, while
control over shape-change impacts or is impacted by 4 other properties, and interactivity impacts or
is impacted by 1 other property.

Shape-changing ability←1 Dimensionality. Systems able to reconfigure in 2D, 2.5D and 3D do not
allow for the same changes in shape: e.g., 2D implementations do not allow for changes in volume,
while 2.5D implementations do not allow for changes in closure and their change in porosity is
limited as they do not allow for bridges. Only 3D implementations were found to allow for all
shape-change features.
Shape-changing ability ← Hierarchy. The ability to change modularity is dependent on the

number of standalone modules and the nature of its satellites, if any. The Modularity feature from
[47] is described as the ability of the interface to split and maintain its original function. This
causes no issue with the standalones approach, as each module can dissociate and keep functioning
normally. However, when taking the standalones+satellites approach: (1) If the satellites are original
satellites, removing a standalone means removing all of its synchronized satellites. If some remain
in the original interface, they will stop functioning. (2) If the satellites are borrowed satellites,
removing a standalone means removing none, part or all of its synchronized satellites. If some
1“depends on” or “is impact by”
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remain in the original interface, another standalone has to be available for them to synchronize and
continue functioning. (3) If the standalone is externalized (e.g., a micro-controller [57] or overhead
controller [93]), it cannot be removed from the interface. The satellites allow for Modularity.
Shape-changing ability → Interactivity. The higher the shape-change ability, the higher the

input/output possibilities through shape-change. The way shape-change conveys users input and/or
system output depends on its shape-change ability. For example, ChainFORM [72] proposes a shape-
changing stylus interface able to switch between a pen mode, a brush mode and a magnifying
glass mode. This is enabled by the capability of ChainFORM to change Closure. An implementation
which does not allow for Closure (e.g., ShapeBots [107]) would not enable this scenario. The
input/output of a system and its required shape-change features will depend on the context of
use. For example, permanently detached swarms do not allow users to grab a part of the interface
like a solid object, as the UI is made of detached modules. Thus, although permanently detached
swarm systems allow for great modularity, they may not be suitable depending on the context of
use (e.g., handheld). However, a system with high shape-changing ability will overall support more
input/output possibilities through shape-change.
Shape-changing ability → Safety. The shape taken by the interface before, after and during

reconfiguration should not endanger users, bystanders or properties. Shape-changing features that
may be a source of concern are the Speed (e.g., participants expressed fear of getting hurt because
of the quick reconfiguration of KnobSlider [48]), Curvature (e.g., if the interface is able to achieve
really sharp edges) and Strength (e.g., with wearable UIs [2, 72, 73], very strong shapes could harm
the bones or joints).
Control over shape-change→ Safety. The user should always be in control of the interaction,

and particularly able to interrupt, cancel, pause and continue the reconfiguration (User Control
ergonomic criterion [5]). This applies particularly to safety: when the user detects a safety concern,
they should be able to stop the reconfiguration, e.g., if an on-body implementation (e.g., [73]) is
hurting them or a drone (e.g., [10]) is flying toward a bystander. Explicit user control ensuring
safety requires direct or negotiated control.

Control over shape-change← Interactivity. The system should support user input to allow explicit
user control. Systems that do not support user input, either through shape-change or any other
way (e.g.,[43, 89]) do not allow for direct and negotiated control.

Control over shape-change← Combination between physical and digital states. Negotiated control
requires combined physical and digital states. If there is limited combination between both states
(e.g., the physical states changes according to the digital state, but not the other way around), and
the user changes the shape through direct deformation, the system will not be able to match its
known computational representation and the new positions of the modules in the physical space.
Thus, the system will not be able to move the modules, and only direct control will further be
possible.
Interactivity → Usage consumption. We expect that the higher the interactivity, the higher

the usage consumption. For example, if a UI allows user input through shape-change, its usage
consumption will increase as modules need to invest energy in listening to a potential modification
of their location and communicating the new location to their neighbors. If a UI allows input and/or
output through other modalities, its usage consumption will increase as the hardware to enable
these additional modalities need to be powered.

6.2 Impact between micro-scale properties
The properties of the modules are not independent but impact each other. Designers should carefully
consider the dependencies between properties when deciding on a design. Changing one property
may not only impact another one directly (e.g., the size impacts the strength), but also indirectly
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(e.g., the size of the modules impacts their packing which in turn impacts the speed). We now
present the property having the most impact, i.e. the size of the modules.
Size ↔ Input/output and processing capabilities. The bigger the modules, the higher the I/O

and processing capabilities. Reducing the size of the modules implies reducing the space available
to embed components. As a consequence, the smaller the modules, the smaller or the fewer the
components. For example, on the one hand, the smallest existing implementations (11mm [9]
and 12mm [25]) do not embed any component supporting input, and output is supported solely
through shape-change. On the other hand, the �26mm Zooids [57] are the smallest implementation
embedding components for both input (touch sensor) and output (colored LED) in addition to
shape-change. The more the memory of the microprocessor, the larger the surface it requires.
Size→ Power storage. Smaller modules imply smaller embedded power storage. For battery-

powered modules, smaller batteries means less power storage. For example, the Michigan Micro
Mote (M3) [78], a mm-scale computing system, use 0.5–5 Ah batteries. For comparison, the cm-
scale M-blocks [89] embed 4×125mAh batteries. The size of the components is less of an issue
for mains-operated implementations, as the components to power the modules are smaller than
batteries (e.g., wires, connectors between modules). The smaller the modules the lighter, hence
they need less power to move.

Size→ Packing. The smaller the modules, the higher the density. For a same structure, decreasing
the size of the modules results in more units per volume. However, designer should also take
into account that the smaller the modules, the more the required fabrication accuracy to enable
accurate packing: accurate packing of 5.0mm ± 0.5mm modules is easier than the packing of
1.0mm ± 0.5mm modules.

Size→ Speed. Further technical experiments are needed to establish the link between size and
speed, taking into account the actuation mechanism, the weight and distance between two modules.
First, the smaller the modules, the slower the reconfiguration of the shape, as there are moremodules
to move. Second, the smaller the modules the lighter, hence the faster their displacement for the
same power. Third, the smaller the modules, the smaller the distance to cover to move a module.
The smaller the distance, the faster triggering of an electrostatic-/electromagnetic-actuation. E.g.,
magnets attract each other quickly if they are close. However, for electrostatic-/electromagnetic-
actuation, a small distance between two motion actuators also implies a small the distance covered
by a module. As a consequence, there is a trade-off between the triggering latency (i.e., how fast
the latching occurs) and the effective distance covered.
Size→ Strength. On the one hand, decreasing the size of the modules does not significantly

impact their individual strength. The reason for this is that the modules are light when small, and
consequently require less power for actuation [82]. On the other hand, the strength of the UI that
the user will manipulate is the strength per unit volume. Smaller modules lead to a higher density of
modules per unit volume, which may feel stronger in the users’ hands.

Strength← Shape. With electrostatic and electromagnetic actuation, the larger the contact area,
the stronger the bond between modules [82]. E.g., for a same size, a cubic module has bigger faces
than a quasi-spherical module. For mechanical actuators, we could not find an impact of the shape
on the strength.

Strength← Packing. The higher the density, the higher the strength per unit volume. A way of
increasing the strength is to increase the number of neighbors for each module (i.e. density).
Strength→ Speed. The higher the strength, the higher the speed. For electrostatic and electro-

magnetic actuation, the speed depends on the force of the bond between two actuator electrodes:
the stronger the connection between two modules, the faster they can move – as they can provide
more force to latch and attract a neighbor [82].
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Micro properties Macro properties  Impact micro-macro (summary)

I/O & Processing

Hierarchy Standalones require more processing capabili4es

Combina6on between states Higher I/O & processing ⟹ be;er combina4on

Control over shape-change More I/O & processing ⟹ higher control

Interac6vity More I/O & processing ⟹ more interaction modalities

Power storage

Hierarchy Standalone need higher autonomy

Shape-change ability Mains-operated systems impair shape-change

Usage consump6on Higher power storage ⟹ higher autonomy

Size
Shape-change ability Size impacts granularity, porosity, curvature

Smoothness and resolu6on Smaller ⟹ Higher resolution (individual pixel/voxel/sensel)

Shape

Shape-change ability Gaps and bumps impact smoothness

Dimensionality Dimensionality depends on the shape (e.g., cylinders = 2D)

Smoothness and resolu6on Shape of modules impacts shape-change

Safety Sharp edges may hurt users

Speed

Shape-change ability Fast speed ⟹ fast shape-change

Control over shape-change Speed-control trade-off

Safety Fast speed ⟹ li;le possibility of avoidance

Interac6vity Speed must support immediate feedback

Packing
Shape-change ability Packing impacts speed, stretch-ability, porosity

Smoothness and resolu6on High density ⟹ high smoothness & resolution

Strength
Shape-change ability Too strong impairs modularity  

Too weak impairs curvature, closure and zero-crossing

Safety Strong connec4on ⟹ high severity

Interac6vity Too weak/strong impairs direct deforma4on

Table 2. Expected impact of the properties at the scale of the modules (micro) on the ones at the scale of the
interface (macro).

Strength← Power storage. The higher the power storage, the stronger the connection. When the
connection between modules needs power, the more power storage, the stronger the connection
between two modules. Electrostatic actuation needs high voltage for strength [82], while electro-
magnetic and mechanical actuation needs high amperage. Both can be provided by a high power
storage.

Packing← Shape. The shape of the modules impacts their packing [81]. All shapes do not allow
for the same number of actuators, nor for the same disposition of neighbors around a module. E.g.,
a module made of two half-cylinders joined on their round side can accommodate two neighbors
[43], whereas cubes can have six [89]. Quasi-spherical designs can also have up to six neighbor
[82]. However, where the position of the six neighbors on a cube is constrained to its six faces,
quasi-spheres allow more possible placements (e.g., Figure 5d). Hence, cubes and quasi-spheres
allow the highest density, but quasi-spheres allow the most diverse structures.

Power storage→ I/O and processing capabilities. The higher the power storage, the higher the
I/O and processing capabilities, i.e. the more components the module will be capable to power.
Similarly, processing requires power.
Power storage← Shape. Cubic shapes require a lot of power in order to move the robots [82].

Latching and moving cubes around each other, while staying connected, is hard to implement in
miniature, cubic, versions. Quasi-spherical shapes enables latching and moving with lower power.
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6.3 Impact between micro- and macro-scale properties
In this section, we discuss how the technical, micro-properties of the modules impact the user-
centered, macro-properties of the interface. Our goal is to inform researchers on how the technical
choices of their design can impact directly and indirectly the usability of the whole interface. We
present these relationships starting from the macro-property with the highest number of impacted
properties to the least.

Shape-change ability is impacted by six micro-scale properties:
Shape. The shape of the modules impacts the ability to change the curvature, closure, zero-crossing

and amplitude (Figure 5d). Current flat, rectangular interfaces are better formed by cubic robots.
However, non-rectangular, non-flat interfaces are promising: e.g., users can be more efficient when
pointing on non-flat touchscreen [92].

Size. The smaller the modules, the more the actuation points per cm. Thus, the size impacts the
granularity, curvature and porosity.

Packing. Being able to change the structure and the density impacts many shape-change features.
First, if the object is not very dense, the movements of several modules can be concurrent [109] for
a faster speed of shape-change. Second, lowering the density of the inner structure by moving inner
modules to enlarge the envelop will allow for changing the size. Lowering the density and choosing
a specific structure could also allow for a change in the stretch-ability of the interface [42]. Third,
denser packing allow for more control points per unit area, hence a higher granularity. Fourth, a
change in porosity correlates with a change in density. The higher porosity, the fewer the units per
volume, hence the lower density.

Strength. A strong connection impairs modularity. A weak connection impairs curvature, closure
and zero-crossing. If the modules stick too strongly together, it will be difficult for users to split
the UI (modularity). However, if the modules do not stick strongly enough, it will impact their
overhang capabilities and prevent large ranges of curvature, closure and zero-crossing.
Speed. The faster the modules, the faster the reconfiguration of the whole interface. The speed

at the micro-scale directly impacts the speed feature of the shape-changing ability property at the
macro-scale.

Power storage. Heterogeneous mains-operated systems2 impair the modularity of the interface:
when splitting the interface in two, if the system only has one plugged-in module acting as a
power supply for the others, the removed modules cannot keep functioning (Modularity = 0). If the
interface has several plugged-in modules, these should be distributed between both halves of the
split interface to power unplugged-modules and maintain functionality. Moreover, as the modules
furthest from the power supply should not see a significant drop in voltage, the possible positions
of the plugged-in module(s) in the global configuration are constrained. Another point of concern
is the power chord, that should not get in the way during reconfiguration and interaction.

Interactivity, Smoothness, Resolution and Safety are each impacted by three micro-scale proper-
ties.

Interactivity is impacted by:
Speed. Speed must enable immediate feedback, i.e. usable output through shape-change [5, 57].
I/O & processing capabilities. The more the I/O & processing capabilities, the more the interaction

modalities available.
Strength. Too high or too weak strength impairs direct deformation. On the one hand, if the

modules do not stick strongly enough together, users would break the interface in thousands of
pieces when they manipulate it. It would render input through shape-deformation challenging, and
2In heterogeneous mains-operated systems, one [72] or few [53] modules are plugged-in and provide power to the others.
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augment user’s mental workload if they need to be careful when they manipulate the system. On
the other hand, if the modules stick too strongly together, users may not be able to control the
system through the change of shape. The research community should either find a compromise for
the strength, or, even better, enable programmable strength.

Smoothness and Resolution are impacted by:
Size. The smaller themodules, the higher the resolutionwhenmodules are individual pixel/voxel/sensel.

The size does not directly impact the resolutionwhen eachmodule embeds several pixel/voxel/sensel,
i.e., a display. In this case, the resolution depends on the graphical display on the face of the modules
(e.g., LED array [72], OLED display [91], FOLED display [28]). The size however indirectly impacts
the resolution, e.g., through the link between size and I/O & processing capabilities (embedding an
OLED display requires more space than LEDs), or size and power storage (an OLED display needs
more power than LEDs).

Shape. On the one hand, cubic modules enable flat and seamless displays (e.g., Cubimorph [91]).
On the other hand, spherical modules are better to approximate curves (Figure 5c), but result in
irregular surfaces, with gaps and bumps (e.g., Figure 5c). However, this impact of shape decreases
when the size of the module decreases: The smaller the robots, the less the shape of each robot
impacts the tactile and visual perception of the objects [13].
Packing. The denser the packing, the higher the smoothness and resolution. On the one hand,

high coverage (e.g., with using tessellation or honeycomb structures) and dense packing result in a
high number of dots per centimeter. On the other hand, if the user only interacts with the envelop
of the interface, the inner structure may not need to provide complete coverage, and may follow a
less dense packing.

Safety is impacted by:
Speed. The speed of the modules may pose safety concerns. This risk should especially be taken

into account if the modules have strong actuators (Strength property) and/or sharp edges (Shape
property). E.g., if the user touches two modules with sharp edges that quickly and strongly latch,
the skin can be pinched.

Shape. Sharp edges can be dangerous. For example, gripping an object made of cubes may hurt
more because of the cube edges, rather than a smooth object made of spheres (e.g., Figure 5c).
Strength. The strength of connection between modules can be a safety concern, as they could

apply too much pressure on the skin/limbs of the user. E.g., even though the users were afraid that
the fast reconfiguration of the chained prisms of the KnobSlider [48] could hurt them, the servo
motors of the device are not strong enough to actually cause any harm if their fingers get pinched.
Strength should especially be taken into account with on-body implementations (e.g., [72]) where
the interface applies forces against the users’ body joints.

Control over shape-change and Hierarchy are each impacted by two micro-properties.

Control over shape-change is impacted by:
Speed. There is a trade-off between speed and control over shape-change. If the modules are too

fast, the user may not be able to react fast enough. For example, the maximum speed of Zooids is 74
cm/s but their application use a slower speed (44 cm/s) for the user to better control the interface
[57]. However, if the modules are too slow, this will impair immediate feedback [5].
I/O & processing capabilities. The more the input/output & processing capabilities, the higher

the control over shape-change. In the literature, the smallest implementations do not include input
modalities and are currently system controlled.

Hierarchy is impacted by:
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I/O & processing capabilities. High processing capabilities allow modules to be standalones.
To enable shape-changing modular UIs with modules embedding lower processing capabilities,
researchers use an externalized system with higher processing capabilities as a "standalone" (e.g.,
microcontroller [73], overhead controller [93]).
Power storage. For battery-operated systems, the standalone(s) should not run out of battery.

This would make them cease functioning and let their satellites alone, in which case the UI cannot
function as expected. This can be an issue as the higher processing capabilities of standalones
require more power.

Lastly, Combination between states, Dimensionality and Usage consumption are each impacted
by one micro-scale property:
Combination between states ← I/O & processing capabilities. The higher the I/O & processing

capabilities, the better the combination between the physical and digital states. When their physical
representation changes, modules need more processing capabilities (e.g., to communicate with
their neighbors to estimate their new position) or sensors (e.g., accelerometers [53]) in order for
their computational representation to match. If modules do not have enough input or processing
capabilities, this can be externalized (e.g., projector-based tracking [57]) although this prevents
mobility.

Dimensionality← Shape. The dimensionality depends on the shape of the modules. E.g., cylinders
will allow for 2D UIs [57, 93] and quasi-spheres or cube allow for 3D UIs [81, 89].

Usage consumption← Power storage. The higher the power storage, the higher the autonomy.
However, a way of expanding usage time is to limit the energy consumption between reconfigura-
tions, with modules able to retain their shape and interactive capabilities with little to no power
(multistability) [91]. This allow modules to save and provide enough power for the reconfiguration.
Although all surveyed 2D swarm-based implementations are battery-powered and can keep their
shape without consuming energy, 3D drone-based swarm UIs [10] cannot as they need power to
keep levitating. As drones are currently the only way of achieving 3D in swarm systems, only 2D
swarm implementations are currently multistable. Mains-operated systems do not have to deal
with autonomy issues, but are not transportable as they need to be constantly plugged-in. This
could especially be an issue with systems targeting handheld mobile scenarii (e.g., [72, 73]).

7 DISCUSSION
We discuss the opportunities and limitations of our structured cross-disciplinary space for modular
shape-changing UIs. To do this, we systematically assess it through the descriptive, evaluative and
generative powers from [6], and reports on its limitations.

7.1 Descriptive, evaluative and generative powers
Our contribution allows to describe, compare and generate new designs. These benefits are im-
portant to the HCI community [6]. To illustrate these three powers, we take the example of two
similar interactive chain-based implementations: chainFORM [72] and lineFORM [73] 3. First, we
demonstrate the descriptive and evaluative powers of our structured space in Table 3. If we had to
do the description and comparison of the macro-properties without our structured space, we would
have to use at least 9 different papers: [47] (shape-changing ability), [86] (control over shape change),
[87] (interactivity+reversibility), [9, 38] (combination between states), [2] (usage consumption +
safety + resolution), [40, 41](detailed safety), [91] (reconfiguration volume + smoothness), [27]
(hierarchy), and [103] (dimensionality). The table shows that the structured cross-disciplinary space

3More examples on the MolecularHCI website: http://molecularhci.imag.fr/
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Proper&es lineFORM [73] chainFORM [72]

I/O none touch sensors + LEDs
Processing limited (externalized Arduino Mega)    limited (externalized Teensy 3.2)

Power Storage mains-operated mains-operated
Size 32x70x40mm 25x30x12mm

Shape rect. parallelepiped w/ bracket 2 joined rect. parallelepiped
Speed    0.103 sec/60 deg 0.10 sec/60 deg

Density lower (bigger modules) higher (smaller modules)
Structure chained chained
Strength 8.3kg.cm 0.8kg.cm

Coupling
Hierarchy   satellites + externalized microcontroller    satellites + externalized microcontroller

Smoothness   seamless, fabric cover    not seamless, gaps between modules
Resolu&on   lower (bigger modules)    higher (smaller modules + 8 LEDs)

CombinaGon between states Yes Yes

Shape-
change 
ability

Amplitude lower (17 modules) higher (max. 32 modules)
Zero-crossing 0-8 (17 modules) 0-16 (max. 32 modules)

Curvature higher (0–232°between two modules) lower (0–119.5°between two modules)
Speed 0.103 sec/60° 0.10 sec/60°

ModularGy No No
Porosity No No

Stretchability No No
Granularity max. 0.04 cp/cm2 max. 0.13 cp/cm2

Strength not menGoned not menGoned

Size
Length Yes (max. 186cm) Yes (max not men&oned)

Area Yes (max not menGoned) Yes (max not menGoned)
Volume Yes (max not menGoned) Yes (max not menGoned)

Reversibility Yes Yes
Dimensionality 3D 2D*

Volume for shape-change not menGoned not menGoned
Usage consump&on not men&oned 83mA.h per module

Control over shape-change negoGated negoGated
Interac&vity shape-change shape-change + touch + LEDs

Safety
Severity not menGoned not menGoned

Avoidance not menGoned not menGoned
Redundancy not menGoned not menGoned

M
ic
ro
-p
ro
pe
rt
ie
s

M
ac
ro
-p
ro
pe
rt
ie
s

Table 3. Description and comparison of two chain-based interactive modular shape-changing implementa-
tions: lineFORM [73] and chainFORM [72]. Items in bold highlight the differences between the two systems.
*3D possible but limited, only through direct control: the modules reconfigure on a 2D plan, the user needs to detach the modules,
re-arrange them with a plastic joint between them to locate them in two different 2D planes.

allows to describe both systems in details. The items in bold in the table also show the difference
between both systems. The structured space allows a fine comparison between these systems,
despite the difficulty as they are very similar.
Second, we demonstrate the generative power of our contribution by modifying a property of

chainFORM and observe the resulting direct and indirect impact on macro- and micro-properties.
At first glance, it would seem fairly easy to implement Modularity (i.e. the ability to detach part of
the chain while mainting each subchain functional) with chainFORM, as the modules can readily
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be detached through direct shape-deformation. However, our structured space shows that:
1) A change in the modularity of the UI would impact the hierarchy of the UI (Figure 3).
Both subchains need at least a standalone to operate, which is not the case in the current imple-
mentation.
2) A change in hierarchy of the UI would impact power storage of the modules (Figure 3).
3) A change in power storage of the modules would impact the strength of the modules (Figure 4).
4-a) A change in the strength of the modules would impact shape-changing abilities of the UI
(Figure 2).
4-b) A change in the strength of the modules would impact the speed of the modules (Figure 4), as
each subchain will have less modules for the same power, hence can be faster.
5) A change in the speed of the modules would impact the speed of the UI, i.e., its shape-change
ability (Figure 2).

As a result, our contribution helps HCI researchers to generate new designs by exploring more
easily modifications of existing ones. To this aim, we provide an overview of the direct and indirect
impacts of potential design choices at the micro- and macro-scale. Our contribution also helps HCI
researchers to generate new designs from scratch by considering all properties one after the other,
or further improve existing ones, through an understanding of the design properties for modular
shape-changing UIs and how they may impact usability.

7.2 Limitations
Reconfiguration algorithms. We do not discuss in this paper the challenges of user-centered reconfi-
guration algorithms [91, 122]. Although this is an interesting topic, we leave it for future work,
and propose a structure that can easily accommodate such an extension in the future. Indeed, the
current list of macro-scale properties of the entire interface can easily be extended, further detailing
digital properties (Figure 3). Future work should address them when the hardware barriers are
broken [2].
Interactivity. The Interactivity property (section 4.9) is currently sufficient to compare existing

systems, as currently few of them are interactive. Futurework can easily further detail the interaction
modalities, for instance leveraging a definition of interaction modality [75].

Safety. The Safety (section 4.10) is currently seldom addressed in the literature. In this paper, we
used standards from the robotics and HRI communities to describe this property, but those are not
specific to modular implementations. We expect that new safety concerns will arise as modular
shape-changing interfaces evolve, becoming more robust and allowing researchers to conduct user
experiments.
Context of use. A human-centered design approach should start by describing and understand-

ing the context of use before drawing requirements and producing design solutions (bottom-up
approach) [39]. However, there is no existing usage of modular shape-changing interfaces [2]:
existing implementations are restricted to research prototypes often not robust enough to support
user interaction [2]. Therefore, the context of use is unknown (user(s), characteristics of the user(s)
or groups of users, goals and tasks of the user(s) and environment(s) of the system [39]). As a
consequence, in this paper, we took a top-down approach to provide a structured space and inform
the early design of modular shape-changing interfaces. Future work should take into consideration
the impact of macro- and micro-properties on the contexts of use as they arise, i.e. either existing
contexts which could benefit from the implementation of modular UIs (e.g., the same way non-
modular shape-changing control devices are studied to replace bulky control interfaces [79, 80]) or
new usages uniquely enabled by modular shape-changing UIs.
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8 CONCLUSION
We presented a structured property space for the design of modular shape-changing user interfaces.
To this end, we conducted a cross-disciplinary, systematic literature review to propose (1) a set
of design properties at the scale of the interface (macro-scale) and at the scale of the modules
(micro-scale) and, (2) the impact of these properties on each other.

This work can be readily used to describe and compare existing modular shape-changing UIs,
allowing practitioners to choose the design which best fit their needs, and generate new design
ideas by building upon knowledge from robotics and HCI.

This work can be further refined in the future by studying more digital properties (e.g., Reconfi-
guration algorithms). In the mid-term future, the Interactivity property could be refined to take into
account interaction techniques, as the field recently started to move from solely designing hardware
and software, to designing interaction techniques (e.g., [50, 52, 105]). We will also further refine
our work in the future by putting it to use for the design of new modular shape-changing UIs and
further strengthen its confidence. In the long-term, we believe that researchers will conduct more
user experiments as the field matures, the technology advances and the prototypes become more
robust. User experiments will allow us to evaluate the impact of our properties on user experience,
as well as their impact on each other. For example, what strength do users apply on a given modular
interface? How do they grasp it? What is the impact on our macro- and micro-scale properties on
acceptability? The structured, cross-disciplinary space of shape-changing modular user interfaces
aims at helping the HCI community to achieve these goals.
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